The convolutional neural network (CNN) has been gradually applied to the hyperspectral images (HSIs) classification, but the lack of training samples caused by the difficulty of HSIs sample marking and ignoring of correlation between spatial and spectral information seriously restrict the HSIs classification accuracy. In an attempt to solve these problems, this paper proposes a dual-branch extraction and classification method under limited samples of hyperspectral images based on deep learning (DBECM). At first, a sample augmentation method based on local and global constraints in this model is designed to augment the limited training samples and balance the number of different class samples. Then spatial-spectral features are simultaneously extracted by the dual-branch spatial-spectral feature extraction method, which improves the utilization of HSIs data information. Finally, the extracted spatial-spectral feature fusion and classification are integrated into a unified network. The experimental results of two typical datasets show that the DBECM proposed in this paper has certain competitive advantages in classification accuracy compared with other public HSIs classification methods, especially in the Indian pines dataset. The parameters of the overall accuracy (OA), average accuracy (AA), and Kappa of the method proposed in this paper are at least 4.7%, 5.7%, and 5% higher than the existing methods.
Introduction
The purpose of this section is to introduce a new method model for hyperspectral data processing aimed at classifying hyperspectral images (HSIs). To illustrate the principles and objectives of this work, this section will present hyperspectral data processing, especially the classification tasks, and point out the most widely used classification algorithms. In particular, this section will focus on data analysis with deep learning (DL) strategies. A deep learning strategy allows the computer to learn the image features automatically and adds feature learning to the process of model building, thus reducing the incompleteness caused by artificial design features, especially under complex nonlinear conditions. In addition, this section will point out the limitations of these methods when dealing with complex HSIs datasets. To address the limitations of the existing methods, the improved classification method model is proposed in this paper. Finally, the contents of each part are introduced.
Hyperspectral Image Classification Task
The hyperspectral images (HSIs) classification task generally refers to assigning a determinate label to each pixel in an image. Limited by hyperspectral imaging, the factors affecting the hyperspectral classification accuracy can be summarized into the following aspects. Firstly, despite the use of super-resolution techniques [14] , the spatial resolution of hyperspectral imaging sensors is very low, which leads to the regions corresponding to individual pixels in hyperspectral images typically covering different surface materials. The spectral information of a pixel is a mixture of different material spectra. This kind of pixel is called a mixed pixel [15, 16] . Secondly, spectral variation caused by various reasons will affect the accuracy of the classification. On the one hand, changes in weather, terrain, and surface roughness can result in varying degrees of shadows and bright areas, which will have a large impact on lighting conditions. On the other hand, due to the strong absorption or scattering of atmospheric gases, the downward and upward radiation transmittance from the sun is measured and will be affected from the ground to the hyperspectral sensor, which will change the characteristics of the measured spectrum [17] . Third, the variability of the material itself can cause spectral changes. When the material's hidden parameters (such as the vegetation chlorophyll concentration) change, the radiation or reflectivity of the material will also change significantly. All in all, the above three points have caused problems such as the complex correlation of hyperspectral remote sensing image data and increasing difficulty in image understanding [18, 19] . In addition, the high dimensionality of hyperspectral image data, the limited number of training samples, and complex imaging conditions restrict the development of hyperspectral image classification tasks. There are two important issues that constrain the accuracy of the classification [20, 21] . The first issue is the curse of dimensionality. HSIs provide very high-dimensional data, with hundreds or even thousands of spectral channels in the electromagnetic spectrum. In the case of a limited number of samples, these high-dimensional data lead to the Hughes phenomenon easily [22] , and this phenomenon is manifested as that when the number of features exceeds a certain value, the classification accuracy begins to decrease. Another issue involves the use of spatial information. Most of today's hyperspectral image classification algorithms just focus on spectral features but use little spatial features. The decrease in spatial resolution brings out the spectral variation of pixels within the class, while reducing the spectral variation between pixels of different classes [23, 24] . Therefore, it is difficult to obtain satisfactory results by simply using spectral features for classification.
Widely used methods for solving the curse of dimensionality project the original data into a low-dimensional subspace in which most of the useful information can be inherited, and, at the same time, the dimensions are greatly reduced [25] [26] [27] [28] . Processing algorithms for obtaining low-dimensional data can be divided into two classes: unsupervised methods and supervised methods. Without any tag information of training samples, the unsupervised methods perform the classification task based Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 536 3 of 23 on the inherent similarities that exist in the data structures. Typical methods include a principal component analysis (PCA) [25] , an R-XD detection algorithm [29] , and an independent component analysis (ICA) [30] . In contrast, the supervised learning methods aim at studying the information of the tagged data, thereby separating the homogeneous targets from the overall data. Commonly used supervised methods include decision trees (DTs) and random forests (RFs), which use tree classification methods to provide good and accurate classification results [31, 32] . Support vector machines (SVM) also produces relatively accurate results [33] in which marked samples are transformed into high-dimensional feature spaces.
In order to solve the problem that spatial information is difficult to use, many works have been created to process spatial and spectral information simultaneously. This is because each type of pixel does not exist alone in the image, but the homogeneous pixels are aggregated into a set with certain shape features, so the coverage area of a material or an object typically contains more than one pixel. Using the spatial information of the image makes it easy to determine whether these pixels belong to one class, which can improve the accuracy of the classification. Morphological contour (MP) features were first proposed for HSIs classification [34, 35] , and MP characteristics can be combined with spectra by linear cascade [36] or composite kernel learning [37] . In addition, the spatial structure information of HSIs can be extracted by multiscale analysis, such as a three-dimensional wavelet [38] and three-dimensional Gabor filtering [39] . Different types of features complement each other to improve the classification performance when describing the scene.
Deep Learning for Hyperspectral Image Classification
The above classification methods, which use only the underlying information and do not completely mine all the information of the hyperspectral image, can be regarded as shallow models with manual features (such as MP features or spectral features). In recent years, deep learning has been used more and more in the field of remote sensing. Compared with the shallow manual model, deep learning is characterized by hierarchical learning of low-level and high-level features from data [40] . In the deep learning methods, the network can extract the underlying features of the data and then feed back to the top layer to generate abstract high-level features. The information revealed by these features can reflect the nature of the data more strongly than the underlying features [41] and has stronger robustness. It can cope with the challenges of reduced interclass variability and increased intraclass variability due to low spatial resolution.
Typical deep learning models include the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) [40] , the stacked auto encoder (SAE) [41] , and the convolutional neural network (CNN) [42] . However, since SAE and RBM are designed for one-dimensional signals, HSIs must be converted into a one-dimensional vector form to be sent to the network. The methods may lack spatial correlation as the two-dimensional structure of the image is destroyed. Compared with the above two models, CNN can directly use the original image or part of the image as the input of the network and can naturally extract the spatial features of the image rather than convert data into a one-dimensional vector. Some literatures use CNN to extract spatial features from HSIs [43, 44] , then use manifold learning to extract spectral features and, last, superimpose spatial features and spectral features to build spatial-spectral joint feature vectors for classification. In addition, the literature applies CNN to the Laplace pyramid of HSIs to extract multiscale spatial features, and then superimposes the dimensionality reduction spectra to generate spatial-spectral feature vectors for classification [45] . However, supervised CNNs learn spectral and spatial features separately, which will not utilize such correlations between spectral and spatial domains. In addition, the spectral features in the above methods are obtained by shallow dimensional dimensionality reduction features. In order to solve these problems, a deep feature extraction (FE) method based on CNN is proposed [46] in which a deep FE model based on 3D CNN is established to extract the spatial-spectral features of HSIs. This paper points out the direction for the application of CNN and its extended network in the field of HSIs classification.
The spectral vector of HSIs can be considered as a sequence. Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are adopted to describe sequence data. In recent years, HSIs classification methods combining CNN and RNN have been proposed. Most of these methods use RNN to extract spectral features, as well as use CNN to learn spatial features. Compared with 1D-CNN, the RNN model is capable of extracting global spectral information. In some methods, the convolution operation is used to replace the full connection in the RNN model to extract spatial-spectral features [47] .
Although the deep learning model has shown an excellent ability to classify HSIs, there are some disadvantages. It requires a large number of training samples to train a large number of parameters in the network to avoid over-fitting problems. However, in the remote sensing image classification, a limited number of training samples is a common problem. In addition, traditional CNN networks typically use the pooling layer to obtain invariant features from the input data, but the pooling operation changes the two-dimensional spatial relationship of the features. In hyperspectral remote sensing, the rich spectral information and the spatial relationship of pixel vectors are the key factors for accurate spectral classification. Therefore, maintaining an accurate two-dimensional structure of images during the feature extraction phase is an important step for improving classification accuracy. As a rule of thumb, the deeper the model is in DL-based approaches, the better the performance is. Although deep architecture can produce better extraction functions [48] to improve classification accuracy, excessively increasing network depth will cause some negative effects, such as over-fitting.
Contributions of this Work
In this paper, a dual-branch extraction and classification method (DBECM) combining spatial and spectral features is proposed. In the DBECM network structure, a three-layer 3D-CNN network is constructed. Spatial features of different scales are extracted by two different convolution kernels, while the feature relationship between space and spectrum is extracted by a 3D convolution structure. Meanwhile, the spectral features and EMAP (expanded multi-attribute morphological profile) features are learned by the LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) network. Then, the two features are cascaded together as a spatial-spectral fusion feature. In our proposed method, the features of the different networks complement each other.
In this network structure, the spatial features of the hyperspectral image are extracted using CNN, and the spectral features of each pixel are extracted using LSTM. Due to the certain correlation between spatial information and spectral information in hyperspectral images, 3D-CNN is used to obtain the correlation between spatial and spectral information while extracting their features. Since the spatial resolution of hyperspectral remote sensing images is generally low, the simple CNN network cannot fully extract the spatial features of the target. Therefore, in this paper, EMAP is used to serialize the spatial feature values of each pixel in the graph and is sent to the LSTM. The EMAP features extraction is combined with the features extracted by CNN to better classify the target. For the problem of insufficient training sample size, considering the unique spatial heterogeneity of hyperspectral data and image spatial context information, this paper uses a local and global sample enhancement method to mark untrusted samples with high credibility, which can increase the sample size, as well as improve the accuracy.
The main innovations of this paper are as follows:
(1) In order to solve the problem that the spatial features of low spatial resolution images are difficult to extract, a bifurcated neural network structure is designed, which means different spatial features are extracted simultaneously by CNN and LSTM. In this method, the spatial features extracted by CNN and the detailed features extracted by LSTM are fused. This method improves the utilization rate of hyperspectral image data. (2) To solve the problem of the limited number of training samples, a local and global constrained sample enhancement method is proposed. The samples are prelabeled by the joint judgment of local context information and global spectral information. This method expands the training sample number and ensures the prediction accuracy.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The second part is a detailed introduction to the proposed DBECM method, including global spectral constraints and samples enhancement under local spatial constraints, multiscale spatial-spectral features fusion, and multidecision classification based on soft maxima. In Section 3, we present experimental results and a parametric analysis of several hyperspectral datasets. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary of the proposed method and provides recommendations for further work.
Proposed Method
For HSIs, the spectral curve of each pixel represents its essential characteristics during spatial imaging, which provides more abundant data for HSIs. However, the complex correlation between a large number of pixel data also brings difficulties to the processing of HSIs. For HSIs, different targets have different spatial characteristics, and different materials have different spectral features. There exists a certain correlation between spatial information in HSIs and spectral information. Deep learning has provided a good learning ability for complex nonlinear relations. Compared with several deep learning models, CNN has a structure of local connection and weight sharing, which can provide a better generalization ability for image-processing tasks. The door controller is added to LSTM based on the traditional RNN, which controls the intrinsic connection of the sequence signal according to the characteristic intensity of the sequence signal for controlling the degree of signal forgetting. Inspired by the above, a dual-branch spatial-spectral feature extraction and classification method is proposed to improve the classification accuracy of HSIs.
The proposed flow chart of the dual-branch spatial-spectral feature extraction and classification method is shown in Figure 1 . In the figure, the dual-branch spatial-spectral feature extraction and classification method mainly includes three parts: sample enhancement combined with local and global constraints, a multiscale spatial-spectral feature fusion, and a dual-branch Softmax classifier. In the enhancement phase of the sample, local sample enhancement takes the context information of the spatial neighborhood into account, while the global sample enhancement attaches importance to the spectral similarity between the same samples in different regions of the image. In the multiscale spatial-spectral feature fusion stage, a dual-branch structure is designed to extract and fuse the spatial features and spectral features. Among them, the first branch adopts the Bi-LSTM network to extract the spectral and spatial features, in which the inputs are the EMAP value of the hyperspectral image and the spectral value superimposed sequence vector. The second branch uses 3D-CNN to extract the spatial-spectral correlation features with 3 × 3 × 1, 5 × 5 × 3 convolution kernels for feature extraction at different scales. The features of the two network outputs are then input into the fully connected layer to complete the fusion of the spatial-spectral features. In the dual-branch Softmax classifier stage, the fusion features are sent to the Softmax classifier, in which the cross-entropy combined with classification functions are defined to complete the final classification.
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A schematic diagram of the sample enhancement with local and global constraints is shown in Figure 2 . In HSIs, training samples are represented as {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m }, where m represents the number For an unlabeled sample , represents a contiguous sample of a certain size around . represents the training sample nearby in the k-size space. is the intersection of and ( ). If exists, the class label of the sample is calculated from the statistical distribution of . The class with the most training samples is defined as . If the number of such training samples is greater than (k−1)/2, the local constraint obtained by the unlabeled sample is premarked as . Conversely, if the above conditions are not met, the unlabeled sample is premarked as 0.
For global constraints, the image is a collection of samples of all categories that are further away from the unlabeled sample . The spectral angular distance (SAD) of each sample in and the unlabeled sample is calculated by Equation (1), among which the smallest one is selected as the premarking of the unlabeled sample . When all SAD values are greater than 1, the premark is defined as 0.
Only the unlabeled samples with the same nonzero labels by the local spatial constraints and the global spectral constraints are selected. The selected unlabeled samples are recorded as ( ) and ( ), respectively, and the prelabels are determined by Equation (2):
Especially because the tracking algorithm of the prelabeled samples is the same, in the case of the same labeled samples, the training set and test set after completing the sample enhancement are fixed.
When the sample enhancement is completed, the number of samples is recalculated. The number of different class samples is balanced, which makes the training set more uniform and helps the network model to extract features.
Multiscale Spatial-Spectral Feature Fusion
HSIs are regarded as three-dimensional data cubes with both spatial and spectral information. In HSIs, the spectral characteristics of samples in the same class may vary due to the differences in imaging conditions, such as changes in illumination, environment, and atmosphere, as well as the change of time. In addition, limited by manufacturing techniques, the spatial resolution of hyperspectral remote sensing images is generally not high, so that the spatial features of ground targets are not fully extracted. Therefore, extracting complete and accurate joint spatial-spectral features is the key to improving the accuracy of HSIs classification. For an unlabeled sample x u j , N loc j represents a contiguous sample of a certain size around x u j . P loc j (x u j ) represents the training sample nearby x u j in the k-size space. π loc j is the intersection of N loc j and P loc j (x u j ). If π loc j exists, the class label of the sample is calculated from the statistical distribution of π loc j . The class with the most training samples is defined as y loc j . If the number of such training samples is greater than (k−1)/2, the local constraint obtained by the unlabeled sample x u j is premarked as y loc j . Conversely, if the above conditions are not met, the unlabeled sample x u j is premarked as 0. For global constraints, the N glo j image is a collection of samples of all categories that are further away from the unlabeled sample x u j . The spectral angular distance (SAD) of each sample in N glo j and the unlabeled sample x u j is calculated by Equation (1), among which the smallest one is selected as the premarking of the unlabeled sample x u j . When all SAD values are greater than 1, the premark is defined as 0.
SAD(x, y) = arccos( x·y ||x||·||y|| )
Only the unlabeled samples with the same nonzero labels by the local spatial constraints and the global spectral constraints are selected. The selected unlabeled samples are recorded as Y loc (x u j ) and Y glo (x u j ), respectively, and the prelabels are determined by Equation (2):
HSIs are regarded as three-dimensional data cubes with both spatial and spectral information. In HSIs, the spectral characteristics of samples in the same class may vary due to the differences in imaging conditions, such as changes in illumination, environment, and atmosphere, as well as the change of time. In addition, limited by manufacturing techniques, the spatial resolution of hyperspectral remote sensing images is generally not high, so that the spatial features of ground targets are not fully extracted. Therefore, extracting complete and accurate joint spatial-spectral features is the key to improving the accuracy of HSIs classification.
The dual-branch spatial-spectral feature extraction and classification method is shown in Figure 3 . In this method, a double-branch structure is constructed. The first branch is the LSTM unit that extracts the characteristics of the sequence signal. The specific structure of the LSTM unit is shown in Figure 4 . For the full extraction of the spectral feature, the data of all spectral bands rather than dimensionality reduction data are taken as part of the input data in this branch. In order to extract the spatial information, the EMAP is applied to the HSIs data using PCA dimension reduction. The EMAP results are combined with the spectral data of the corresponding location to form the output vector. Since the combined spectral-EMAP data has no semantic order, a spatially spectral joint feature is extracted using a Bi-LSTM network, with 128 hidden nodes to ensure better feature extraction. The dual-branch spatial-spectral feature extraction and classification method is shown in Figure  3 . In this method, a double-branch structure is constructed. The first branch is the LSTM unit that extracts the characteristics of the sequence signal. The specific structure of the LSTM unit is shown in Figure 4 . For the full extraction of the spectral feature, the data of all spectral bands rather than dimensionality reduction data are taken as part of the input data in this branch. In order to extract the spatial information, the EMAP is applied to the HSIs data using PCA dimension reduction. The EMAP results are combined with the spectral data of the corresponding location to form the output vector. Since the combined spectral-EMAP data has no semantic order, a spatially spectral joint feature is extracted using a Bi-LSTM network, with 128 hidden nodes to ensure better feature extraction. The LSTM is an improvement method on the standard recurrent neural network (RNN), and it is mainly improved in the addition of three door controllers: input gate, output gate, and forgetting gate. The structure of the three gate controllers is the same, which is mainly composed of a sigmoid function (σ) and a dot product operation (×). Since the value range of the sigmoid function is 0-1, the gate controller determines the proportion through which the information can pass by the value of sigmoid. Therefore, the weight control of the memory at different times is added, and a cross-layer connection is added to reduce the influence of the gradient disappearance problem. The LSTM is used to explore the dependence of the current state of the sequence information on the previous state. However, when nontime sequential vectors are involved, dependencies exist in both forward and The dual-branch spatial-spectral feature extraction and classification method is shown in Figure  3 . In this method, a double-branch structure is constructed. The first branch is the LSTM unit that extracts the characteristics of the sequence signal. The specific structure of the LSTM unit is shown in Figure 4 . For the full extraction of the spectral feature, the data of all spectral bands rather than dimensionality reduction data are taken as part of the input data in this branch. In order to extract the spatial information, the EMAP is applied to the HSIs data using PCA dimension reduction. The EMAP results are combined with the spectral data of the corresponding location to form the output vector. Since the combined spectral-EMAP data has no semantic order, a spatially spectral joint feature is extracted using a Bi-LSTM network, with 128 hidden nodes to ensure better feature extraction. The LSTM is an improvement method on the standard recurrent neural network (RNN), and it is mainly improved in the addition of three door controllers: input gate, output gate, and forgetting gate. The structure of the three gate controllers is the same, which is mainly composed of a sigmoid function (σ) and a dot product operation (×). Since the value range of the sigmoid function is 0-1, the gate controller determines the proportion through which the information can pass by the value of sigmoid. Therefore, the weight control of the memory at different times is added, and a cross-layer connection is added to reduce the influence of the gradient disappearance problem. The LSTM is used to explore the dependence of the current state of the sequence information on the previous state. However, when nontime sequential vectors are involved, dependencies exist in both forward and
The input vector
The output vector The LSTM is an improvement method on the standard recurrent neural network (RNN), and it is mainly improved in the addition of three door controllers: input gate, output gate, and forgetting gate. The structure of the three gate controllers is the same, which is mainly composed of a sigmoid function (σ) and a dot product operation (×). Since the value range of the sigmoid function is 0-1, the gate controller determines the proportion through which the information can pass by the value of sigmoid. Therefore, the weight control of the memory at different times is added, and a cross-layer connection is added to reduce the influence of the gradient disappearance problem. The LSTM is used to explore the dependence of the current state of the sequence information on the previous state.
However, when nontime sequential vectors are involved, dependencies exist in both forward and backward directions. To solve this problem, a two-way LSTM [49] is proposed to exploit the forward and backward relationship of the sequential data. Therefore, the method proposed in this paper is also selected from the Bi-LSTM.
The EMAP is a set of multilevel features that perform a series of coarsening (closed operation) and refinement (opening) filtering on the image and can effectively describe the spatial information of the image.
The coarsening (closed operation) and the refinement (opening operation) are two important transformations for extracting the shape profile of the image. The open operation at x is defined as Equation (3):
where I is a binary image, x is a pixel on I, and X contains the connected domain of x.
By adding an attribute constraint to the open operation, the attribute open operation Γ T (X) of the connected domain X is obtained by Equation (4):
where T(X) is an attribute of the connected domain X and λ is the attribute threshold. The attribute open transform Γ T (I) of the entire binary image is defined by Equation (5):
In order to generalize the above transformation from the binary image to the grayscale image, each grayscale value of the grayscale image is sequentially used as a threshold value. The grayscale image is calculated by the threshold to obtain a series of binary images, which are recorded as Equation (6):
Then, the opening operation is taken for each binary image Th k (I), and the maximum gray level in which the constraint is satisfied is taken as an output. The attribute of opening operation γ T (I) of the grayscale image I is obtained by Equation (7):
Similarly, the attribute of the closure operation ϕ T (I) of the grayscale image I is defined as Equation (8):
where Ψ T (I) = (Γ T (I c )) c is the attribute closure operation of the binary image.
According to different attribute thresholds T λ for attribute opening and closing operations, the attribute opening profile (γ T (I))(x) and the attribute closing profile (ϕ T (I))(x) at the point x is obtained by Equation (9) for each pixel x on the image I.
In this paper, four kinds of attributes, including: the area length, the diagonal length of the circumscribed rectangle, the first-order invariant moment, and the standard deviation of the pixel values in the area, are selected.
The second structure is a 3D-CNN structure that extracts different spatial features by a two-scale convolution kernel. Using the dimensionality reduction method of the PCA, the input of the dual-scale architecture is the dimensionality reduction patch. In the two-scale architecture, convolution kernels consist of convolutional layers of 3 × 3 × 1 and 5 × 5 × 3, corresponding normalized layers and rectified linear unit (ReLU) active layers for extracting the spatial features, spectral features, and the correlation between space and spectrum in HSIs. Then the padding layer is also superimposed. Finally, the extracted features are flattened into a one-dimensional vector as the input of the next fully connected layer. The dual-scale convolution kernel in the DBECM shows excellent performance in local feature extraction.
As shown in Figure 5 , all convolutional layer outputs of each convolution unit adopt a normalization strategy to improve the stability of the network in the convolution structure. Subsequent ReLU acts as a nonlinear activation function to activate the output of the convolution, which is expanded by a padding layer to its original size for convolution. To reduce overfitting, the dropout layer is adopted before outputting to the next convolution unit. The pooling layer is not used in the convolution unit, because the pooling operation improves the rotation invariance of the feature. However, in the hyperspectral remote sensing image classification task, the pooling operation greatly changes the spatial correlation of the target, so that the spatial information is no longer right.
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Dual-Branch Softmax Classifier
These features with different scales entered into two Softmax layers, respectively. The output of the Softmax layer represents the probability distribution of the classes derived from the different scale features. Considering the two outputs of the two Softmax layers, a new loss function is defined. In the test phase, the outputs of the two Softmax layers are used to predict the class label of the sample by multiple decision methods.
In the DBECM, Softmax is used for multiclass classification. The output of the Softmax function is used to represent the probability distribution of all classes, where the probability of each class is in the range of 0-1 and all the probabilities are added up to 1. Besides, considering the scales of convolution kernels used in this model are 3 × 3 × 1 and 5 × 5 × 3, which all have central structures, and in order to incorporate the center loss into the training process, a new loss function is proposed.
The loss function is determined by the cross-entropy of the real class and the output class probability, as well as the center loss. Since the network uses Softmax as the activation function, which has the characteristics of the block in the structure, the center loss is added as a part of the loss function in the network based on the prediction probability to improve the judgment of the features. The cross-entropy of the real class and output class probability is calculated as Equation (10):
where ( ) and ( ) are the probabilities that the i-th samples are assigned respectively to the c-th class according to the different scale features. After the features are extracted in both structures, the extracted features are flattened into a one-dimensional vector. The features of the LSTM structure are respectively spliced with the features input full-connection layers of the two-scale CNN structures to form multiscale spatial-spectral joint features.
where p c (x l i ) and q c (x l i ) are the probabilities that the i-th samples are assigned respectively to the c-th class according to the different scale features.
The center loss is defined as Equation (11):
where the learned featurex i corresponds to the i-th input spectra in the batch, and c yc denotes the c-th class center defined by the averaging over the features in the z-th class.
The loss function is defined as Equation (12): (13):
Results
Compared with several latest HSIs classification methods, two sets are selected as classical data to verify the performance of the proposed deep learning model in this section. In addition, parameters of the proposed network are discussed and analyzed.
Experimental Setup
In order to verify the classification performance of the proposed DBECM method, representative HSI classification methods based on the deep learning strategy, including DBN [50] , CNN [49] , PF-CNN [51] , LSTM [52] , 3D-CNN [46] , and GLCM-CNN [53] are used for comparison. Additionally, the support vector machine (SVM) [33] is adopted. The classification performance of all these methods is measured by three common indicators: overall accuracy, average accuracy, and the Kappa coefficient.
The overall accuracy (OA) is defined as Equation (14):
where x i test,correct is the i-th correctly classified test sample and N is the total number of test samples. The average accuracy (AA) is defined as Equation (15):
where M is the class number of each dataset, N i is the total test sample number of the i-th class, and x j i is the j-th correctly classified test sample of class i. All experimental results are obtained by the training set and the test set, which are randomly divided. In addition, all experimental results are the average of 10 independent running results.
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All experiments were performed by the Python language and TensorFlow + Keras. An Intel Core i7 CPU and a NVIDIA 1080Ti graphics card were used to implement the GPU computation.
For DBN, the radius of the search space neighborhood window is in the range of 3-21 with the interval of 2. For CNN, as shown in [51] , the patch size for extracting spatial features is set to 5 × 5. For PF-CNN, the size of the adjacent pixel window is set to the same configuration as in [51] . For LSTM, we constructed a loop layer with 128 hidden nodes. For 3D-CNN, we set the window size of the 3D input to 27 × 27 as the settings in [46] . For GLCM-CNN, we set the window size to 27 × 27 as the settings in [53] . For the DBECM network proposed in this paper, the input spatial window size is 21 × 21. In the training process, the batch size of DBECM is 128, the optimization method used is as the stochastic gradient descent (SGD), the learning rate is 0.001, and the number of iterations is 1000.
In each dataset, 10% of each category is randomly selected from the labeled samples as a training set. More than twice of the training samples are selected as prelabeled samples from the unlabeled samples to expand the number of training samples through sample enhancement, and then the numbers of training samples in different classes are balanced. The remaining data is used for testing.
Classification Results

Indian Pines Dataset
Indian Pines: On 12 June 1992, the airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer sensor (AVIRIS) was acquired at the Indian pine test site in northwest Indiana, USA and consisted of 145 × 145 pixels and 220 spectral bands. The absorption bands 100-104, 150-163, and 220 were removed, and a total of 200 spectral bands were used. The spatial resolution of the dataset is 20 m per pixel, and the spectral resolution is 10 nm, which covers a range of 200 to 2400 nm. The pseudo-color composite image and its spectral curve are shown in Figure 6 . Additionally, the number of training samples and test samples is shown in Table 1 . 
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the GLCM-CNN, which is also a dual-branch structure fused with spatial-spectral features, the DBECM still has advantages in OA, AA, and the Kappa, and the classification accuracy in multiple categories is close to 100%. This is because the DBECM increases the number of training set samples through prelabeling during the data enhancement phase and incorporates more spatial information into the network structure, not just texture features. 
Pavia University Dataset
Pavia University: 8 July 2002, collected by the reflective optical system imaging spectrometer (ROSIS) while flying over Pavia in northern Italy. It consists of 610 × 340 pixels and 115 spectral bands. After removing 12 noise bands, 103 bands are used. The dataset has a spatial resolution of 1.3 m/pixel and a spectral range from 0.43-0.86 μm. The pseudo-color composite image and its spectral curve are shown in Figure 9 . In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. The statistical classification results of the Pavia University dataset are shown in Table 4 . As can be seen from the table that CNN, PF-CNN, 3D-CNN, and DBECM have better results than the SVM and DBN, the reason is that these methods extract spatial information through local connections and reduce network parameters through weight sharing. For the gravel class, the classification results for the SVM, DBN, and CNN are not satisfactory. Compared with these three algorithms, the DBECM improves 35.8%, 27.7%, and 11.8% in accuracy, respectively. For all categories, the DBECM In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. The statistical classification results of the Pavia University dataset are shown in Table 4 . As can be seen from the table that CNN, PF-CNN, 3D-CNN, and DBECM have better results than the SVM and DBN, the reason is that these methods extract spatial information through local connections and reduce network parameters through weight sharing. For the gravel class, the classification results for the SVM, DBN, and CNN are not satisfactory. Compared with these three algorithms, the DBECM improves 35.8%, 27.7%, and 11.8% in accuracy, respectively. For all categories, the DBECM In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. The statistical classification results of the Pavia University dataset are shown in Table 4 . As can be seen from the table that CNN, PF-CNN, 3D-CNN, and DBECM have better results than the SVM and DBN, the reason is that these methods extract spatial information through local connections and reduce network parameters through weight sharing. For the gravel class, the classification results for the SVM, DBN, and CNN are not satisfactory. Compared with these three algorithms, the DBECM improves 35.8%, 27.7%, and 11.8% in accuracy, respectively. For all categories, the DBECM In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. The statistical classification results of the Pavia University dataset are shown in Table 4 . As can be seen from the table that CNN, PF-CNN, 3D-CNN, and DBECM have better results than the SVM and DBN, the reason is that these methods extract spatial information through local connections and reduce network parameters through weight sharing. For the gravel class, the classification results for the SVM, DBN, and CNN are not satisfactory. Compared with these three algorithms, the DBECM improves 35.8%, 27.7%, and 11.8% in accuracy, respectively. For all categories, the DBECM In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. The statistical classification results of the Pavia University dataset are shown in Table 4 . As can be seen from the table that CNN, PF-CNN, 3D-CNN, and DBECM have better results than the SVM and DBN, the reason is that these methods extract spatial information through local connections and reduce network parameters through weight sharing. For the gravel class, the classification results for the SVM, DBN, and CNN are not satisfactory. Compared with these three algorithms, the DBECM improves 35.8%, 27.7%, and 11.8% in accuracy, respectively. For all categories, the DBECM In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. The statistical classification results of the Pavia University dataset are shown in Table 4 . As can be seen from the table that CNN, PF-CNN, 3D-CNN, and DBECM have better results than the SVM and DBN, the reason is that these methods extract spatial information through local connections and reduce network parameters through weight sharing. For the gravel class, the classification results for the SVM, DBN, and CNN are not satisfactory. Compared with these three algorithms, the DBECM improves 35.8%, 27.7%, and 11.8% in accuracy, respectively. For all categories, the DBECM In the dataset of Pavia University, each class randomly selects 10% of the samples for training. Table 3 shows the number of training and test samples in the nine classes of the Pavia University image. The statistical classification results of the Pavia University dataset are shown in Table 4 . As can be seen from the table that CNN, PF-CNN, 3D-CNN, and DBECM have better results than the SVM and DBN, the reason is that these methods extract spatial information through local connections and reduce network parameters through weight sharing. For the gravel class, the classification results for the SVM, DBN, and CNN are not satisfactory. Compared with these three algorithms, the DBECM improves 35 Figure 10 shows the classification accuracy of each type of target under each method. It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of the DBECM proposed in this paper is higher than that of several other methods, which proves that this method has a good classification effect. Figure 11 contains the true image of the Pavia University dataset and the classification results of the seven methods. The areas where the effect of the DBECM is greatly improved are marked with red frames. Due to similar spectral characteristics, many samples belonging to Bitumen are misclassified as asphalt. The proposed DBECM method can distinguish the two classes better. Compared with other methods, the DBECM has better classification performance and local accuracy in all categories. Compared to the GLCM-CNN, which is also a dual-branch structure fused with spatial-spectral features, the DBECM still has advantages in OA, AA, and the Kappa, and the classification accuracy in multiple categories is close to 100%. This is because the DBECM incorporates more spatial information into the network structure, not just texture features; besides, spectral curves of features with a classification accuracy rate close to 100% are quite different. methods, the DBECM has better classification performance and local accuracy in all categories. Compared to the GLCM-CNN, which is also a dual-branch structure fused with spatial-spectral features, the DBECM still has advantages in OA, AA, and the Kappa, and the classification accuracy in multiple categories is close to 100%. This is because the DBECM incorporates more spatial information into the network structure, not just texture features; besides, spectral curves of features with a classification accuracy rate close to 100% are quite different. 
Discussion
In the DBECM, there are several important model parameters, including the window size, the selection of the training sets size, the parameters of the PCA process before the EMAP and the number of iterations.
Window Size
In order to find the optimal size of the input images, a univariate method is used to determine other factors. We select the size from the four candidate values of 13, 17, 21, and 27. Figure 11 shows the effect on the OA of different window sizes in the Indian pines dataset. As can be seen from the table, the OA increases with the expanding of the window size, and the size of 21 × 21 can achieve sufficiently high accuracy. After analyzing the trend in the figure, we conclude that the 21 × 21 can be selected as the optimal size, because it will take more time for calculations with the larger window size, as well as the improvement of accuracy is limited.
Training Set Size
The size of the training set can also have a significant impact on the result of the OA. Considering the difficulty of hyperspectral sample markers and the diversity of classes, the univariate method is also used to determine other factors. In this discussion, we select the training set sizes as 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. Figure 12 shows the relationship between the OA value of the Indian pine dataset and the training set selection ratio. Comparing the final OA values, we can know that the 10% selectivity can achieve the best accuracy. Increasing the training set size has a small boost of the accuracy and can cause limitations of the model. Therefore, the training set used in this paper is selected to be 10%. It can also be seen from the figure that the curve of the method proposed in this paper is above the image, indicating that this method is more suitable for the case of limited samples. 
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Window Size
Training Set Size
The size of the training set can also have a significant impact on the result of the OA. Considering the difficulty of hyperspectral sample markers and the diversity of classes, the univariate method is also used to determine other factors. In this discussion, we select the training set sizes as 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. Figure 12 shows the relationship between the OA value of the Indian pine dataset and the training set selection ratio. Comparing the final OA values, we can know that the 10% selectivity can achieve the best accuracy. Increasing the training set size has a small boost of the accuracy and can cause limitations of the model. Therefore, the training set used in this paper is selected to be 10%. It can also be seen from the figure that the curve of the method proposed in this paper is above the image, indicating that this method is more suitable for the case of limited samples. table, the OA increases with the expanding of the window size, and the size of 21 × 21 can achieve sufficiently high accuracy. After analyzing the trend in the figure, we conclude that the 21 × 21 can be selected as the optimal size, because it will take more time for calculations with the larger window size, as well as the improvement of accuracy is limited.
The size of the training set can also have a significant impact on the result of the OA. Considering the difficulty of hyperspectral sample markers and the diversity of classes, the univariate method is also used to determine other factors. In this discussion, we select the training set sizes as 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. Figure 12 shows the relationship between the OA value of the Indian pine dataset and the training set selection ratio. Comparing the final OA values, we can know that the 10% selectivity can achieve the best accuracy. Increasing the training set size has a small boost of the accuracy and can cause limitations of the model. Therefore, the training set used in this paper is selected to be 10%. It can also be seen from the figure that the curve of the method proposed in this paper is above the image, indicating that this method is more suitable for the case of limited samples. Table 5 shows the OA values of the Indian pines dataset with and without PCA dimensionality reduction. Comparing the OA values of the two cases, it can be concluded that the use of a PCA dimensionality reduction is obviously helpful for the improvement of the OA value, because a PCA dimensionality reduction will retain most of the main information of the image and eliminate interference and it can improve the blurring of hyperspectral images due to poor imaging experiment. The dimension after a PCA also has a certain impact on the performance of the classification. To investigate the impact of the dimension on the classification, the Indian pines dataset is used for verification. Figure 13 shows the OA values of the Indian pines dataset under the DBECM network in different dimensions. It can be seen from the figure that when the dimension after a PCA is 7, the OA value is the highest and the classification performance is the best.
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Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 23 Table 5 shows the OA values of the Indian pines dataset with and without PCA dimensionality reduction. Comparing the OA values of the two cases, it can be concluded that the use of a PCA dimensionality reduction is obviously helpful for the improvement of the OA value, because a PCA dimensionality reduction will retain most of the main information of the image and eliminate interference and it can improve the blurring of hyperspectral images due to poor imaging experiment. Table 5 . The OA of Indian pines datasets in two different cases. PCA: principle component analysis.
Use PCA Yes
No OA (%) 98.3 78.43
The dimension after a PCA also has a certain impact on the performance of the classification. To investigate the impact of the dimension on the classification, the Indian pines dataset is used for verification. Figure 13 shows the OA values of the Indian pines dataset under the DBECM network in different dimensions. It can be seen from the figure that when the dimension after a PCA is 7, the OA value is the highest and the classification performance is the best. The relationship between a PCA dimension and the OA performance is further discussed in this section. When the dimensionality reduction dimensions are six, seven, and eight, the respective band patterns are shown in Figure 14 . Table 6 shows the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each PCs and the first principal component. Comparing the data in the table, the SNR is greater than 0 from the PCs8. The relationship between a PCA dimension and the OA performance is further discussed in this section. When the dimensionality reduction dimensions are six, seven, and eight, the respective band patterns are shown in Figure 14 . Table 6 shows the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each PCs and the first principal component. Comparing the data in the table, the SNR is greater than 0 from the PCs8. Analyzing the features of Figure 14 , when the dimension is seven, the seventh image still has some spatial detail information that does not exist in the other images. When the dimension is a reduction of eight, there are many obvious noises on the eighth image, which will interfere with the extraction of the EMAP. When the dimensionality reduction dimension is bigger than eight, the backward bands are meaningless noise images, which have a weakening effect on image feature extraction. Therefore, when the dimension reduced by a PCA is seven, the best result is achieved. Table 7 lists the training time and testing time for the seven algorithms on the Indian pines. As shown in the table, the LSTM and DBN are faster in training time than the PF-CNN, CNN, 3D-CNN, and DBECM, because the input of these two methods is a one-dimensional vector. The PF-CNN and 3D-CNN are time-consuming methods among all the comparison methods, since the three-dimensional convolution operation leads to an increase in the network parameters, while the 3D-CNN requires more time. The PF-CNN takes more time due to the expansion of a large number of training samples. The time of the DBECM is longer than the 3D-CNN and PF-CNN in training. Since under the same sample size, the DBECM uses both 3D convolution and the feature extraction for 1D vectors. The amount of data processing is even larger, so it takes more time. 
Number of Iterations
To determine the optimal number of iterations, a loss curve is generated in real-time during the training process. Figure 15 is the loss curve. We can know that, when the number of iterations is 1000, a lower loss can be reached, which is 0.35. When the number of iterations increases, the loss does not decrease significantly, so the number of iterations is determined to be 1000. under the same sample size, the DBECM uses both 3D convolution and the feature extraction for 1D vectors. The amount of data processing is even larger, so it takes more time. 
To determine the optimal number of iterations, a loss curve is generated in real-time during the training process. Figure 15 is the loss curve. We can know that, when the number of iterations is 1000, a lower loss can be reached, which is 0.35. When the number of iterations increases, the loss does not decrease significantly, so the number of iterations is determined to be 1000. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a method named the DBECM is proposed for hyperspectral images classification under limited training samples. Specifically, a sample enhancement process based on global and local constraints is proposed. Unlabeled samples can be premarked to increase the sample size using local and global constraints based on a small number of samples that have been marked. The combination of two constraints guarantees the accuracy of premarking. Besides that, the sample enhancement process balances the number of samples for reducing overfitting. A two-branch spatial-spectral feature extraction and classification structure is established. Two different neural networks are used to realize the simultaneous extraction and fusion of two-way spatial-spectral features for increasing 
In this paper, a method named the DBECM is proposed for hyperspectral images classification under limited training samples. Specifically, a sample enhancement process based on global and local constraints is proposed. Unlabeled samples can be premarked to increase the sample size using local and global constraints based on a small number of samples that have been marked. The combination of two constraints guarantees the accuracy of premarking. Besides that, the sample enhancement process balances the number of samples for reducing overfitting. A two-branch spatial-spectral feature extraction and classification structure is established. Two different neural networks are used to realize the simultaneous extraction and fusion of two-way spatial-spectral features for increasing the completeness and accuracy of the features. The loss function and classifier based on a two-way prediction probability are designed to improve the classification accuracy. Last, the experiments are conducted in two typical, public datasets. The results show that this method is better than the SVM, CNN, and other traditional methods. Especially, in some classes, the correct rate is 100%. Compared with other methods, this method significantly improves the detailed information of the edge of the object while maintaining a high classification accuracy and improving the classification accuracy of the easy-mixing class.
However, there are some shortcomings in the DBECM network. The major one is that the time of the DBECM network training is longer than other methods. To overcome these shortcomings, we will introduce more sophisticating optimization techniques in our future works.
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